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Fallout® 2 is the sequel to the critically acclaimed game that took RPG'ing out of the dungeons and into a dynamic, apocalyptic
retro-future.
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Play this with Killap's Restoration Project. Old but gold.. Fallout 2 is a wonderful game, it has many good RPG elements,
includes an interesting and compelling storyline, as well as fun gameplay (most of the time). The first thing to note about this
game is that it hasn't aged particularly well; while the game is still playable and very enjoyable, I would expect most of today's
Fallout players wouldn't enjoy this game, for a number of reasons. Notably the fact that it is played in the isometric perspective.
This would likely put a lot of new players off when starting the game, since it doesnu2019t really feature any kind of tutorial
stage other than the Temple of Trials, which, in itself is quite off-putting, and can be quite difficult and time consuming to start
(e.g. character creation). Speaking of the Temple of Trials, it is undoubtedly the worst part of the game. It restricts players to
melee or unarmed weaponry, itu2019s quite long, and it can take a really long time if you didnu2019t select the right skills for
it. For example, if one of your characteru2019s major skills was Energy Weapons (which can only be acquired late game), and
the other tagged skills were not weaponry based (e.g. sneak, steal etc.) it would make this portion of the game a lot more
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difficult, which could be very intimidating to a new player, since the game doesnu2019t tell you how to attack, use skills, or
even walk for that matter, you are simply put at the front of the temple, and expected to know how to play. Another issue that is
irritating with the early game in Fallout 2 (and 1), is that pretty much every weapon you have will miss 80% of the time,
regardless of what the game tells you in terms of percentages and distance from the enemy, if you have a skill of about 70+ in
that area, this forces you to put all skill points into weapons up until about level 5, when you can starting investing them into
other areas, but this heavily restricts the kind of quests you can do at the start of the game. It also makes travelling very difficult;
if you happen to come across a group of raiders or slavers around the Den for example, they will be near unbeatable at this stage
without constantly reloading saves, which is technically cheating anyway. However, there is a lot that is good about this game,
for example, the brilliant quests and the detailed plot; every character seems unique, they all have different friends and enemies,
different attitudes to different subjects. It really makes dialogue interesting and enticing, making you want to read every word
they say, which is far more than I can say for the repetitive, clone characters in Fallout 3 and 4, where when you speak to
someone, they immediately forget what you just said to them in a conversation 2 seconds ago, and are instantly your best friend
again. The main quest also fits in well with the other quest lines and they even cross over at some points, which helps to keep the
game interesting after playing for a long time. I could go on to describe everything that this game did better than Fallout 3 and 4
(and 76), but it would simply take too long, so hereu2019s a list of the most important: -tNo weapon / armour repair. -tNo
repeatable / radiant quests -tMany different factions -tInteresting locations, which all have a reason to accessible. -tNo Caps
currency (logically makes sense not to use caps hundreds of years after the war). -tStable political powers with multiple
territories (e.g. NCR, Vault City), rather than just small villages all over the place. -tFaction reputations. -tUnique companions
(with actual backstories). In conclusion, Fallout 2 is a vastly superior game to recent Fallout games, (especially Fallout 76).
While it does have its flaws, it still has a good story, and fun gameplay (only post level 5-8), and thus I would highly recommend
this game to anyone is unsure.. I would recommend this game but this port is stuttery and unstable rubbish.. Come here, Chosen
One. There are things you should know. * Pros - Soundtrack is great - Voice acting is pretty good (only some characters are
voice acted - Compelling quest and story lines - Can be very funny with certain dialogue options - Fun easter eggs to find - The
Highwayman (Car) makes it to where you can move across the wasteland faster - Tons of ways to roleplay and lots of different
weapons to use - The graphics have a really nice charm to them * Cons - Combat has not aged well (relies heavily on whoever
has the most action points) - You will make mistakes, some lead to accidental death (Save very often) - Companions can and
will shoot through you (Save very often) - Some enemies are best outright avoided, such as Enclave Patrols and more than two
full sized Deathclaws - The game doesn't hold you hand at all - You will need to patch this game on modern hardware (I used
this Steam Guide https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=194992741) - The tutorial mission is pretty bad if you
don't have a certain Melee or Unarmed skill (it honestly isn't that bad) - Too many fourth wall breaks, really makes it hard to be
immersed - Last boss is a pain Overall: 7/10 Good Must Have? Buy? Wait for Sale? Don't Ever Buy This? [Wait for Sale].
Iu2019ve played plenty of this particular entry offline and I must say that it is without a doubt the best game in the franchise.
My entryway to the franchise was the 3rd one, just like most of the people I know, but my older brother made it his business to
introduce me to the original CRPGu2019s that 3 had based its setting off of. I didnu2019t really enjoy Fallout 3, and I still
donu2019t, but thereu2019s something so pure and fun about the first two entries in the franchise that make them both a joy to
play. All vagueu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665 just play em. My only real issues are that the main campaign has a slightly
weaker story than the first game, the opening section is bad and itu2019s super easy to u2665u2665u2665u2665 up your build
and be forced to restart if you donu2019t know what to do, and this game is broken asu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665all
the time. I encountered a glitch where I lost all my companions after having slept with someone, and had to sleep with that
person again to get the to respawn. Also, my game like to do this weird thing where the cursor will start glitching and moving
towards the bottom of the screen, and I can no longer move or do anything but save.. If you have not played this game you need
to. Even if you don't want to pay 10 dollars for it, wait for a sale it's worth it. It can be clunky and frustrating at times, but after
the first few hours of blind wandering you can start to find the magic that made Fallout 2 special. (No pun intended.) Fallout 2
is Fallout (1) with a new story. This is not news to anyone. Even though I started with Fallout 4, which is FAR removed from 1
and 2, I can't help but love the gameplay of these two games. In a way, it's sad knowing that Fallout will never come back to the
old style of gameplay, but as long as Fallout 1 and 2 are available to play, it's not that big of a loss.. I have spent years of my life
on this. play it or perish.
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